
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
8:30-9:00 Arrive, self-registration and 

settle in: Explore the provision 
Arrive, self-registration and 
settle in: Explore the provision 

Arrive, self-registration and 
settle in: Explore the provision 

Arrive, self-registration and 
settle in: Explore the provision 

Arrive, self-registration and 
settle in: Explore the provision 

9:00-9:15 Circle Time: Literacy/Project Forest School Circle Time: Literacy/Project Circle Time: Literacy/Project Circle Time: Literacy/Project 
9:15-10.20 
 
10:20-10.40 

Continuous Provision  
(MH/MS- OLP)  
Tidy up time 

Forest School 
(MH/MS- OLP) 
Tidy up time 

Continuous Provision 
(MH/MS- OLP) 
Tidy up time 

Continuous Provision 
(MH/MS- OLP) 
Tidy up time 

Continuous Provision (MH/MS- 
OLP)  Hall Time (All morning) 
Tidy up time 

10am-10:40* 
 
 

MH/MS- Rolling snack, nappies, 
post today’s ‘Star learner’ and 
support in provision. 

MH/MS- Rolling snack, nappies, 
post today’s ‘Star learner’ and 
support in provision. 

MH/MS- Rolling snack, nappies, 
post today’s ‘Star learner’ and 
support in provision. 

MH/MS- Rolling snack, nappies, 
post today’s ‘Star learner’ and 
support in provision. 

MH/MS- Rolling snack, nappies, 
post today’s ‘Star learner’ and 
support in provision. 

10.45-11(MH) 
 
MS- 15 min break 

Dough Disco 
Star Learner (Review of 
Learning) 

Dough Disco 
Star Learner (Review of 
Learning) 

Dough Disco 
Star Learner (Review of 
Learning) 

Dough Disco 
Star Learner (Review of 
Learning) 

Dough Disco 
Star Learner (Review of 
Learning) 

11-11:30 
 
11:30-11:50 

Continuous Provision  
(MH/MS- OLP)  
Tidy up time 

Continuous Provision  
(MH/MS- OLP)  
Tidy up time 

Continuous Provision  
(MH/MS- OLP)  
Tidy up time 

Continuous Provision  
(MH/MS- OLP)  
Tidy up time 

Continuous Provision  
(MH/MS- OLP)  
Tidy up time 

11:50-12 
11:50-12:20 MS- 
lunch break 

SH- Set up tables  
MH- Phase 1 phonics  

SH- Set up tables 
MH- Phase 1 phonics 

SH- Set up tables 
MH- Phase 1 phonics  

SH- Set up tables 
MH- Write Dance  

SH- Set up tables 
MH- Write Dance  

12:00  
LUNCH TIME  
 
 

MH- Eat with children 
SH- Support tables 
Children to stay at table until 
12:20 earliest (books and 
clipboards accessible once 
finished food). 
 

MH- Eat with children 
SH- Support tables 
Children to stay at table until 
12:20 earliest (books and 
clipboards accessible once 
finished food). 
 

MH- Eat with children 
SH- Support tables 
Children to stay at table until 12:20 
earliest (books and clipboards 
accessible once finished food). 
 

MH- Eat with children 
SH- Support tables 
Children to stay at table until 
12:20 earliest (books and 
clipboards accessible once 
finished food). 
 

MH- Eat with children 
SH- Support tables 
Children to stay at table until 
12:20 earliest (books and 
clipboards accessible once 
finished food). 
 

12:20-12:40 SH- Support tables and tidy, 
clean and set up. 
MH- Get children ready and 
door. 
MS- Carpet time: Yoga/ teddy tummy time 

SH- Support tables and tidy, 
clean and set up. 
MH- Get children ready and 
door. 
MS- Carpet time: Dancing 

SH- Support tables and tidy, 
clean and set up. 
MH- Get children ready and 
door. 
MS- Carpet time: Story 

SH- Support tables and tidy, 
clean and set up. 
MH- Get children ready and 
door. 
MS- Carpet time: Singing 

SH- Support tables and tidy, 
clean and set up. 
MH- Get children ready and 
door. 
MS- Carpet time: Streamers 

12:40-1:20  
MH Lunchbrk 

Outdoor free play and AL 
games (MS/SH).  Tidy. 

Outdoor free play and AL 
games (MS/SH).  Tidy. 

Outdoor free play and AL games 
(MS/SH).   Tidy. 

Outdoor free play and AL 
games (MS/SH).   Tidy. 

Outdoor free play and AL 
games (MS/SH).   Tidy. 

1:30 Maths  Maths Maths Maths Forest School (Maths) 
1:45-2:30 Continuous Provision (OLP) 

Hall Time @ 2.15-3:15 
Continuous Provision 
(OLP) 

Continuous Provision 
(OLP) 

Continuous Provision 
(OLP) 

Forest School  

2:50-3:10 
3:10-3:15 
3:15-3:30 

-Snack and singing practice 
-Coats on 
- Children leave + board time 
(MH/MS take turns setting up and 
doing door run) 

Snack and helicopter story 
-Coats on 
- Children leave + board time 
(MH/MS take turns setting up and 
doing door run) 

Snack and Nursery Rhyme Time  
-Coats on 
- Children leave + board time 
(MH/MS take turns setting up and doing 
door run) 

Snack & Story time (RE focus) 
-Coats on 
- Children leave + board time 
(MH/MS take turns setting up and doing 
door run) 

Snack & Story time (PSE focus) 
-Coats on 
- Children leave + board time 
(MH/MS take turns setting up and doing 
door run) 



 


